The main progresses in the multinucleon transfer reactions at energies close to the Coulomb barrier are reviewed. After a short presentation of the experimental progress and theoretical progress, the predicted production cross sections for unknown neutron-rich heavy nuclei and the trans-uranium nuclei are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
To produce new exotic nuclei, there are several methods, such as fission [1, 2] , fragmentation/spallation [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and fusion-evaporation reactions [8] [9] [10] , are widely used in different laboratories over the world. However, these reactions are not possible to produce the new neutronrich nuclei in the region of trans-uranium and superheavy nuclei [11] . For the region of trans-uranium and superheavy nuclei, the limitations of fusion-evaporation reactions have led to an exploration of multi-nucleon transfer (MNT) reactions between projectile and target at energies around the Coulomb barrier [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
MNT reactions happen in quasi-elastic scattering process, deep inelastic scattering, and partly quasifission reactions. The mechanisms of these reactions are totally different. Deep inelastic scattering was discovered in 1960s. This new mechanism, accompanied with the discovery of quasifission mechanism, greatly promoted the development of heavy ion nuclear reactions. The 70s and 80s of the last century is one of the rapid development period of heavy ion nuclear physics [24, 25] . The interest of multinucleon transfer process existed in quasielastic scattering process was renewed in later of 1980s [26, 27] . It was proposed that cold multi-proton transfer can be observed if appropriate dynamical conditions are chosen, which will be helpful for the production of very heavy elements. The mechanisms of deep inelastic transfer and quasi-elastic scattering process are quite different. In deep inelastic transfer reactions, the transfer is mainly result of the friction mechanism, accompanied by large kinematic energy dissipation. The total kinetic energy loss (TKEL) can be hundred MeV, and the angular distribution covers a wide range from positive angle to negative angle, which is called as hot multinucleon transfer reaction. The energy dissipation of MNT reaction in quasi-elastic transfer reaction is small, and the angular distribution is concentrated near the grazing angle, which is called as cold multinucleon transfer reaction. For specific reactions, the distinguish of these two kinds of mechanisms is unrealistic. The role of quasifission in multinucleon transfer reaction was indicated in some experimental studies [28, 29] . It is also difficult to distinguish clearly deep inelastic scattering fragments with the quasifission fragments [24, 30] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRESS
The discovery of deep inelastic scattering can be traced back to the the pioneering work performed around 1960 at the Yale University Heavy-Ion Linear Accelerator by Kaufmann and Wolfgang [31] . Projectiles including 12 C, 14 N, 16 O, 19 F, are used to bombard Al, Cu, Sn, Rh and other targets from near of Coulomb barrier energy to 10 MeV/u. Unexpected phenomena were observed which were not consistent with the previously familiar patterns of compound or direct reactions. Except that angular distribution of the single neutron transfer product 15 O is peaked near the grazing angles, the cross section for (pn), (p2n) and (2p3n) transfers are appreciable compared to the single nucleon transfers. The angular distributions of these products are all peaked at forward angles. These experiments indicated that there may be a new reaction mechanism. At that time, they proposed a grazing contact mechanism. It is considered that the bomb nucleus penetrates the target surface without fusion, but rotated along the surface. The contact time is less than half of the rotation period. Nuclear collective excitation and nucleon transfer will happen under the strong friction of this process. Many instructiveness conceptions are proposed in this model, such as the intermediate complex, negative angle rotation, neck formation and elongation, surface tension, friction mechanisms and so on. These conceptions laid the theoretical basis for deep inelastic scattering, which has evolved into the friction model [32, 33] , diffusion model and transport model [34] , etc.
In the 1960s, due to the limitations of accelerators, people could only use light heavy ion beams (mainly C, N, O). The incident energy for these experiments were conducted at generally 6-10 MeV/u. Many different experimental groups had observed similar multinucleon transfer and forward angle concentration phenomenon [35] . These experimental studies were aimed both at a better under-standing of the transfer reaction mechanism and at the production of new isotopes. With the development of accelerators at Dubna, Orsay, and Berkeley in 1970s, heavier ions such as Ar, Kr, Xe, etc., can be accelerated to higher energy. In addition, the development of more advanced experimental techniques were achieved, especially related to correlation measurement such as angle-energy correlation, mass-energy correlation and so on. For example, the development of the magnetic spectrometer in front of the particle telescopes significantly improved the isotopic resolution by Artukh et al. [36] . The substantial progress for the experimental studies eventually lead to the establishment of this new reaction mechanism.
One of the most representative examples of deep inelastic scattering is the 40 Ar+ 232 Th experiments performed at Dubna [37] . Lately, these experimental results are perfectly interpreted by Wilczyński on the basis of friction theory and scattering into negative angles [38] . The contour plots of double differential cross section as a function of centre of mass angle and total kinetic energy gives quite instructive explanation on this phenomenon, which is often referred to as "Wilczyński plot". The angular distributions of the classical 40 Ar+ 232 Th reactions shows an obvious peak around the grazing angle for the fragments close to the projectile. The fragments far from the projectile contributes a smooth part of the angular distribution. The bump and smooth part of the angular distribution corresponds to the high energy (quasi-elastic) and lowenergy (deep inelastic) parts, respectively. There are two distinguished ridges in the double differential cross sections contour plot with respect to the energy and angle, which tends to cross near zero degrees. It was reasonably explained by Wilczyński that there are results of the attractive nuclear forces which renders the grazing trajectory towards smaller angles and then to negative angles in deep inelastic process. An important gross feature of deep inelastic transfer reactions is that a broad distribution of product masses can be observed. This is clearly shown by the contour plot of double differential cross section with respect to mass and energy distributions firstly introduced with kinematic coincidence technique [39] .
Based on the properties of deep inelastic transfer reaction, it was soon be used to generate new isotopes during the following decades. Between 1969 and 2009, 77 new isotopes had been found by using deep inelastic reactions or multinucleon transfer reactions by different particle identification methods at Dubna, Orsay, Berkeley, and Legnaro [11] . For light particles, it is relatively easy to be identified directly. 47 new neutron-rich light isotopes were discovered by using magnetic spectrometers and direct particle identification method. Between 1969 and 1971, 28 new neutron rich isotopes were detected by Artukh et al., using the U300 heavy-ion cyclotron and magnetic spectrometer combined with a ∆E-E semiconductor telescope including two semiconductor detectors at Dubna [36] . Auger and Guerreau et al. identified more than ten heavier neutron-rich isotopes in deep inelastic reactions induced by 40 Ar on 238 U with different incident energy, by measuring the time-of-flight of the fragments and using two ∆E measurements with the ALICE facility at Orsay around 1980 [40, 41] . Similar experiment was performed with the Super HILAC accelerator at Berkeley months later, with deep inelastic reactions 56 Fe+ 238 U, and thirteen new isotopes were discovered [42] . In Legnaro Tandem XTU-ALPI accelerator, deep transfer reaction 82 Se+ 170 Er was performed and 170 Dy was deduced from a 163 keV γ-ray spectra [43] .
The directly identification of charge and mass of very heavy fragments is very difficult. They cannot be identified by alpha decay tagging because of the spontaneous fission. It is also impossible to directly measure the mass and charge by measurement of energy loss and time-of flight due to the plasma effects and the resulting pulse height deficit at Coulomb barrier region [44] . The missing mass method was firstly introduced to identify the target-like fragments in multi-nucleon transfers. The mass of target-like fragment can be deduced from the two-body kinematic conditions of the projectile-like fragment. Chemical separation approach was also used to identify target-like fragments. Based on these indirect methods, 9 target-like isotopes were determined in multinucleon transfer reactions from 1950s to 1990s. As the earliest discovered isotope in multi-nucleon transfer reaction, 13 B was determined by measuring protons with a CsI(Tl) scintillating crystal at the Van 186 Hf, 238 Th, were measured firstly in multinucleon transfer reactions with relatively higher incident energy between 1993 and 1998 by chemical separation method [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] .
The isotope separation on-line (ISOL) method, original used for identifying fragments for fission and spallation reactions, was also used for distinguishing new isotopes produced in multinucleon transfer reactions. The GSI ISOL facility was operated at the heavy-ion accelerator UNILAC at Darmstadt since 1976 and greatly improved afterwards [54] . During 1980s, 18 new neutronrich isotopes were identified with different heavy projectiles bombarding on tungsten Ta/W targets or targets with tungsten-tantalum layers [11] . The online mass separator was used to distinguish these new isotopes. The heaviest nucleus among these new isotopes are 232 Ac and 234 Ac, which are produced with 238 U projectile at incident energy 11.4 MeV/u [55] . Around 1990, 3 new isotopes were discovered in deep inelastic reactions by using the ISOL method with the Super HILAC and the OASIS mass separation facility at Berkeley [56, 57] .
The cold multi-nucleon transfer and multi-pair transfer were firstly introduced by Oertzen. Based on experimental and theoretical hints, several suggestions were formulated in order to observe the transfer of more than four protons on a 248 Cm target based on multiple protonpair transfer [26, 27] . Transfer of multiple pairs will provide critical information on nucleon-nucleon correlations, especially if measurements are performed below the Coulomb barrier. A series of experiments performed by Corradi et al. at the Tandem+ALPI accelerator complex of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro provided lots of evidence about the pair or cluster transfer in multinucleon transfer reaction [30] . Reaction 40 Ca+ 124 Sn at incident energy 170 MeV around Coulomb barrier was measured with the newly developed time-of-flight magnetic spectrometer at Legnaro in 1996 [58] . The TOF spectrometer was equipped with two microchannel plate detectors and a multiparametric ionization chamber of ∆E-E type, which were used for nuclear charge and energy measurement. A rotating scattering chamber is also connected for measuring the angular distributions at six angles near the grazing one. Angular and Q-value distributions for a large variety of projectile-like charge and mass partitions produced in the reaction were measured clearly. After comparison with independent singlenucleon transfer modes, it was shown that more complex mechanisms shall be considered for the larger drift towards neutron stripping.
With the same experimental setup at Legnaro, multinucleon transfer reactions experiments 48 Ca+ 124 Sn was performed to clarify the complex mechanisms in 1997 [59] . It was demonstrated that, taking into account only independent single-nucleon transfer modes, experimental isotope cross sections for the −2p and +2p channels cannot be described well. The discrepancies can be caused by nucleon pair and cluster degrees of freedom. The MNT detection equipment had been improved a lot during last two decades. The last generation large solid angle magnetic spectrometers PRISMA [60] , VA-MOS [61] and MAGNEX [62] greatly improved the detection efficiency more than an order of magnitude than previous works. These spectrometers, companied with large gamma arrays allows to detect directly and uniquely gamma-particle and nuclei far from stability, produced via nucleon transfer or deep-inelastic reactions especially in the neutron-rich region [63] . Many multinucleon transfer reactions have given experimental hints on the pair transfer based on above mentioned advanced experimental equipments, such as 208 Pb performed at ANU [67] . Due to the available of high-quality γγ-coincidence data with anti-Compton-shielded multidetector arrays, the resolving of fragments in deep inelastic reactions had become possible in 1990s [68] . Corresponding experimental spectroscopic studies on the emitted fragments improved the study of nuclear structure as a function of isospin and interesting phenomena like shell structure and magic number evolution for neutron-rich nuclei. The gamma spectroscopic studies also inspired the study of N/Z equilibration process in the damped heavy-ion transfer reaction [69] . Based on different kinds of theoretical predictions and experimental hints [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] , multinucleon transfer reaction was predicted to be able to produce neutron-rich isotopes of heavy nuclei. The studies on this aspect have aroused widely concern. And it seems that MNT reaction is the only current available approach to access the region of heavy neutron-rich nucleus [63] . It is also demonstrated that MNT reaction is a powerful method promising to synthesize neutron rich nuclei around N = 126, which are relevant for the rapid neutron capture process and important for the understanding the synthesize of the nuclei heavier than iron in nature [72, 76] . Many MNT experiments have been carried on in recent ten years aimed at production of new isotopes [77] [78] [79] .
In Ref. [72] , it is proposed that for production of possible last "waiting point" heavy neutron-rich nuclei located along the neutron closed shell N = 126, multinucleon transfer reactions in low-energy collisions of 136 Xe+ 208 Pb shall be explored. This reactions system at different incident energies had been studied at Dubna in 2012 [78] and Argonne National Laboratory in 2015 [80] , respectively. Many isotopes had been found in both experiments, especially over 200 projectile-like fragments (PLFs) and target-like fragments (TLFs) were yielded from the these laboratories. These experiments provide great opportunities for the testify of different theoretical models. Another 136 Xe+ 208 Pb MNT reaction performed at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro proves the existence of a long-lived isomer in 133 Xe [81] . Multinucleon transfer reactions 156,160 Gd+ 186 W were also studied recently to investigate N = 126 shells [82] . However, no new neutronrich heavy nuclei was discovered yet.
By virtue of experimental multinucleon transfer reaction 136 Xe+ 198 Pt at 7.98 MeV/u, experimental verification was found firstly, which proves the theoretical predictions that MNT would be the suitable tool to populate and characterize neutron-rich isotopes around N = 126 shell closure [76] . The experiment was carried out at at GANIL using the large acceptance VAMOS++ spectrometer, and the EXOGAM array with ten CLOVER germanium detectors surrounding the target. In this experiment, the first direct measurements of the absolute production cross sections for a large number of fragments were carried out. There were experimental hints for the production of N = 126 nuclides 200 W and 201 Re in this work. However, these nuclides are deduced from energies and angles of the projectile-like fragments, and the authors did not claim the discovery of these isotopes [11] . The work demonstrated the possibility of producing the new neutron-rich isotopes around N = 126 shell closure by MNT reactions at both present and future facilities. After comparison of the production rates in MNT re-actions with that from projectile fragmentation reaction 208 Pb+Be at 1 GeV/nucleon, it was indicated that the former one is a more optimum way in the production of neutron-rich isotopes around N = 126 shell closure. However, by universally comparison of the theoretical expected yields, beam intensities, target thickness and detection efficiencies for Au isotopes produced by multinuclear transfer reaction 64 Ni+ 207,208 Pt and fragmentation methods in Ref. [44] , it is concluded that fragmentation reactions appear much more favorable for the production of neutron-rich nuclei along the N = 126 shell. Finally, it can be concluded that systematic studies to find the optimum projectile-target combinations are critical for the production of nuclei at this region.
For the production of new neutron-rich superheavy nuclei, fragmentation reactions are not applicable, because there are no target or projectile heavy enough. Fusion reactions is also not possible due to that only neutron-deficient heavy nuclei can be produced by this way. Hence, MNT reaction is the only possible way to access these nuclei. It is also predicted in theoretical papers that "asymmetry-exit-channel quasifission reactions" [71] or "inverse quasi-fission" [83] will be potential methods to produce neutron-rich superheavy nuclei. Discussions on the prospects of this method from experimental view can be seen in Refs. [44, 63, 84, 85] [86] . Important conclusions about the reaction dynamics of these reaction systems have been drawn, but no sizable yield of new neutron-rich heavy isotopes is found yet. One of the key bottlenecks is that it is difficult to identify these high Z elements by current experimental detection methods, due to the Coulomb barrier plasma effects and the resulting pulse height deficit problem [44] . New experimental approaches shall be furthur developed, such as selective laster ionization, Penning trap or multiple reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer, E-TOP telescopes with calorimeter.
One of the breakthrough in producing new isotopes by multinucleon transfer reaction is the discovery of new neutron-deficient isotopes in 2015. Five new neutron-deficient isotopes, including 216 U, 219 Np, 223 Am, 229 Am, and 233 Bk were discovered in the MNT reaction 48 Ca+ 248 Cm at GSI [87] . The same reaction was performed at GSI in 1986, but no new isotopes were found at that time [88] . The new experiment was performed by using the velocity filter SHIP, and the isotope was identified via the α decay chains. By comparison of the product cross section and experimental efficiency [44] , which are experimentally relevant parameter and reflect the event count rate, it is shown that MNT reactions are currently very promising ways for the production of new neutron deficient transuranium isotopes due to their broad excitation functions.
III. THEORETICAL PROGRESS A. Dinuclear system (DNS) model
In the DNS model, after capture happens, nucleon transfer is affected by the relative motion and the transfer process is considered as time-dependent. The evolution of the DNS is a diffusion process along the mass asymmetry degree and simultaneously in the relative distance between the centers of the interacting nuclei. The distribution probability can be obtained by solving a set of master equations numerically in the potential energy surface [89] [90] [91] [92] .
The total production cross section of a primary fragment with charge Z and mass number A can be calculated as follows:
where P c is capture probability and P
DN S tr
(Z, A, E) is the production probability of a fragment, µ is the reduced mass of the colliding system. Nowadays, the MNT reactions have been proposed to synthesize the exotic nuclei in neutron-rich heavy nuclei, neutron-rich superheavy nuclei, and neutron-deficient heavy nuclei regions. The production cross sections of these exotic nuclei have been extensively predicted by the DNS model. Usually, the neutron-rich heavy exotic nuclei can be produced in the collisions of a neutronrich stable ( Fig. 1 , the calculated yields of heavy neutron-rich nuclei in the transfer reaction 176 Yb+ 238 U are shown [93] . The de-excitation process of primary fragments are treated with the GEM-INI code [94] . Figure 1(a) shows the isotopic distributions at different incident energies. The height of the interaction potential at the touching configuration is about 565 MeV. It is found that cross sections are relatively larger in neutron-rich side when E c.m. = 600 MeV. The calculated cross sections for production of Eu, Tb, Ho, and Yb isotopes in 176 Yb+ 238 U reaction at E c.m. = 600 MeV are shown in Fig. 1(b) The neutron-rich radioactive projectile has a larger neutron excess which could significantly improve the production cross section of heavy neutron-rich nuclei. Figure  2 shows the calculated cross sections for reaction prod- [95] . The collision energies were adjusted in such a way that for all cases they are 1.1 times the corresponding potential energies of contact (tip-to-tip) configurations of colliding nuclei. It can be seen that radioactive beams enhance the production cross sections of neutron-rich nuclei. As can be seen the curves are shifted to higher mass number region with increasing atomic number of surviving heavy nuclei. In our calculation, it is noticed that many unknown neutron-rich nuclei can be produced with cross section of >0.1 µb in radioactive induced transfer reactions and the production cross sections of unknown neutron-rich nuclei in the reaction 144 Xe+ 208 Pb are at least two orders of magnitude larger than those in the reaction 136 Xe+ 208 Pb. The production of exotic nuclei towards the neutronrich superheavy nuclei has been proposed with damped collisions between two actinide nuclei. In Fig. 3 , the production cross sections of Es (+3p), Fm (+4p) and Md (+5p) in 238 U+ 248 Cm at E c.m. = 800 MeV are calculated by DNS model [93] . One can see a good agreement between theoretical and experimental for larger proton pickup channels in approximately symmetrical system. The cross sections decrease drastically with increasing atomic numbers of the fragments. The survival probabilities of most of the primary fragments are quite low due to a dominant fission channel. 
FIG. 3. Cross sections of Es, Fm and Md in
238 U+ 248 Cm at Ec.m. = 800 MeV. The thin and thick lines are distributions of primary and final fragments, respectively. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [96] . The circles denote the unknown nuclei. Reproduced from Ref. [93] .
could be synthesized in this reaction with cross sections of about 1.52 nb and 0.17 nb, respectively.
In Fig. 4 , we show the calculated cross sections for the production of the final reaction products with Z = 99-104 in damped collisions of 238 justed in such a way that for all three cases they are 1.1 times the corresponding potential energies of contact (tip-to-tip) configurations of colliding nuclei. The N/Z ratio of the target 248 Cm is 1.58, which is higher than 1.54 of 249 Cf. The high N/Z ratio target enhances the production cross sections of transtarget neutron-rich nuclei. The reaction 238 U+ 248 Cm shows much higher cross sections than 238 U+ 249 Cf for the production of unknown neutron-rich isotopes of the element Es. However, for production of the transcalifornium nuclei, two more protons need to be transferred from 238 U for the reaction 238 U+ 248 Cm in comparison with the reaction 238 U+ 249 Cf. Thus, it can be seen that the cross sections of unknown neutron-rich isotopes of the element Rf in the reaction 238 U+ 249 Cf become obviously higher than those in the reaction 238 U+ 248 Cm. To produce neutron-deficient actinide nuclei, a neutron-deficient projectile would be better. Figure 5 shows the predicted cross sections for producing unknown neutron-deficient nuclei with Z = 93-97 in the reaction 112 Sn+ 238 U [98] . The yields of primary fragments are larger at higher incident energy. However, with increasing excitation energies of primary fragments, more neutrons could be evaporated, which can counteract the increased cross sections of primary fragments. 
B. DNS+GRAZING model
GRAZING model is designed in order to evaluate the observable in the MNT reactions that happen in the grazing region [99] [100] [101] [102] . In the GRAZING model, exchange of particles is based on well-known form factors of the quantum coupled equations in a mean field approximation, while the colliding nuclei are considered to move on classical trajectories. Similar to the DNS model, the total production cross section can be expressed as
It can be seen apparently from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the GRAZING model describes transfer reactions without capture, which happen at the scattering process. While DNS model describes the transfer reaction happens in the dinuclear evolution process after capture. These two models represents two kind of transfer mechanisms, which are mutually complementary. Many experimental data indicate that MNT reactions include the direct transfer reaction and DIT reaction. A schematic picture about the subdivision of MNT reactions described by these two models is shown in Fig. 6 . In this work, we try to simply combine DNS and GRAZING model (i.e., σ tot tr = σ DN S tr + σ
GRAZIN G tr
) for description of MNT reactions.
In order to contain simultaneously the scattering and capture process, we combine the DNS and GRAZING model for description of MNT reactions. The isotopic production cross sections of 64 Ni+ 238 U at E c.m. = 307.5 MeV are shown in Fig. 7 [103] . For the larger proton stripping channels, the DNS model agrees with experimental data better than GRAZING model. While for the −1p to +1p channels, the GRAZING model is better than DNS model. It is hard to describe the transfer reaction with individual scattering or capture mechanism. The GRAZING+DNS model makes a large improvement on −6p to +1p channels. However, the cross sections of +2p channel are substantially underestimated. This combined model should be further developed for describing multinucleon transfer reactions.
C. ImQMD model
The ImQMD model is a semiclassical microscopic dynamics model which includes the mean-field and nucleonnucleon collisions as well as the Pauli principle [104] . In the ImQMD model, each nucleon is represented by a coherent state, and the total N -body wave function is assumed to be the direct product of coherent states. The standard Skyrme force with the omission of spin-orbit The experimental data are from Ref. [29] . Reproduced from Ref. [103] .
term is adopted for describing not only the bulk properties but also the surface properties of nuclei. Simultaneously, the stochastic two-body collision process is added to the time evolution by the Hamilton equation of motion. The final state of the two-body collision process is checked so that it obeys the Pauli principle [105] . The time evolution of r i and p i for each nucleon is governed by Hamiltonian equations of motioṅ
The Hamiltonian of the system includes the kinetic energy T = i p 2 i 2m and effective interaction potential energy
where, U Coul is the Coulomb energy, which is written as a sum of the direct and the exchange contribution
ρ p is the density distribution of protons of the system. The nuclear interaction potential energy U loc is obtained from the integration of the Skyrme energy density functional U = V loc (r)dr without the spin-orbit term, which reads Here ρ = ρ n + ρ p is the nucleons density. δ = (ρ n − ρ p )/(ρ n + ρ p ) is the isospin asymmetry. The density distribution function ρ of a system can be read
The σ r is the wave-packet width of the nucleon in coordinate space. The ImQMD model is successfully applied to heavy-ion fusion reactions, multinucleon transfer reactions and intermediate-energy fragmentation reactions [105] [106] [107] [108] . More descriptions of the ImQMD model please see Refs. [104, 105] . The isotopic production cross sections of 136 Xe+ 208 Pb at E c.m. = 450 MeV are shown in Fig. 8 . One can see that GRAZING is a suitable model to estimate the production cross sections only for −1p to +2p. It grossly underestimates the production cross section by orders of magnitude in the case of more proton transfers. For the DNS model, the height of peaks kept consistent with experimental data at least on the orders of magnitude for −3p to +2p. For the ImQMD model, the height of peaks always kept consistent with experimental data for −3p to +3p, but the peak widths are usually greater than experimental data especially for ∆Z > 0.
In multinucleon transfer reactions, the nucleons transfer is accompanied by the energy dissipation. The totalkinetic-energy-mass (TKE-mass) distribution can be used to judge the reaction type. Figure 9(a) shows the   FIG. 9 . Calculated TKE-mass distribution and TKEL distribution in 136 Xe+ 208 Pb reactions at Ec.m. = 450 MeV for primary binary fragments. In right panel, the solid circles denote all the binary events; the solid line denotes the Gaussian fitting for the quasielastic events; the stars are the difference between all the binary events and Gaussian distribution. Reproduced from Ref. [107] .
TKE-mass distributions of
136 Xe+ 208 Pb at E c.m. = 450 MeV for primary binary fragments [107] . The total kinetic energy (TKE) is calculated in the center-of-mass system. The central collisions are deep-inelastic reactions. There are a large numbers of nucleons transfers between the projectile and target. The masses distribute in a rather broad range which is from 80 to 250. For peripheral collisions, there are only a few nucleon transfers with smaller energy loss because the reaction mechanism is dominated by quasielastic collisions. Figure 9(b) shows that the distribution of the total kinetic energy lost (TKEL, i.e., E c.m. -TKE) for primary binary events [107] . In Fig. 9(b) one can see that a Gaussian-type distribution appeared at TKEL values lower than 40 MeV, which correspond to quasielastic collision events. Most of the deep-inelastic events are located at TKEL values above 40 MeV. An intense competition between the quasielastic and deep-inelastic reactions caused by dynamical fluctuation can be find at the TKEL values near 40 MeV. The TKEL distribution calculated by the ImQMD model is very similar to that measured by experiment from reaction 88 Sr+ 176 Yb at an incident energy slightly above the Bass barrier.
In Fig. 10(a) , we show the average kinetic energy E k of primary fragments for 136 Xe+ 198 Pt at E lab = 7.98 MeV/nucleon as a function of the impact parameters [108] . For 12 ≤ b fm, the reaction mechanism is mainly elastic scattering. No energy is lost in the system after the collisions. In the region of 8 ≤ b < 12 fm, the E k value of the target-like fragments (TLFs) is around 150 MeV. While corresponding E k value for the Projectile-like fragments (PLFs) decreases rapidly with decreasing impact parameters. The kinetic energy of the projectile dissipate quickly to internal excitation energy in quasielastic and deep-inelastic collisions. For b < 8 fm, the E k value 198 Pt at E lab = 7.98 MeV/nucleon in the laboratory frame as a function of impact parameters. Right panels: Calculated double differential cross sections (secondary) of 199 Pt and 208 Pt. Reproduced from Ref. [108] .
for TLFs increases rapidly with the decreasing impact parameters. A large amount of energy transfer from the projectile to target occurs in the quasifission collisions.
The mean emission angles θ lab for the PLFs and TLFs at different impact parameters for 136 Xe+ 198 Pt at E lab = 7.98 MeV/nucleon are shown in Fig. 10(b) [108] . The emission angle of light PLFs is significantly affected by nuclear force and Coulomb force. The Coulomb force is dominant when impact parameter is greater than 12 fm. In the region of 8 ≤ b < 12 fm, both the nuclear force and the Coulomb force are important to influence the emission angle of light PLFs. This leads to the result that the values of θ lab for PLFs keep around at 28
• in quasielastic and in deep-inelastic collisions. For the TLFs, the average emission angle decrease with decreasing impact parameters in the region of 2 < b fm.
From Figs. 10(a) and (b), we can distinguish roughly the reaction mechanisms with impact parameters and emission angles. The corresponding impact parameters for the elastic, quasielastic, deep-elastic and quasifission collisions are in the region of 12 < b, 10 < b ≤ 12, 8 < b ≤ 10, and b ≤ 8 fm, respectively. The angles of TLFs in the reaction mechanisms of elastic, quasielastic, deep-inelastic and quasifission distribute in the region of 65
• -78
• -60
• , and 23
• -50
• , respectively. Note that this partition for different reaction mechanisms is rough. The border between different reaction mechanisms gets a bit fuzzy. However, knowing the kinetic energy and the emission angle of a fragment, we can estimate approximately its production mechanism.
Following the above analysis, we can investigate the production mechanism of the new neutron-rich nuclei. The double differential cross sections of 199 Pt and 208 Pt are shown in Figs. 10(c) and (d) [108] . The 199 Pt (+1n) could be produced by three reaction mechanisms. The greatest contribution to producing 199 Pt is quasielastic collisions (grey area). The corresponding emission angles are from 60
• to 70
• and kinetic energy is around 150 MeV. The fragments with emission angles from 40
• to 60
• and kinetic energy around 150 MeV is produced primarily in the deep-inelastic collisions. The fragments with smaller emission angles and kinetic energy larger than 200 MeV is mainly produced in quasifission mechanism. The very neutron-rich isotope 208 Pt (+10n) is produced in deep-inelastic reactions. The exotic neutron-rich nuclei cannot be generated in quasielastic and quasifission collisions. Because in the quasielastic collisions, only a few nucleons could be transferred. While for the quasifission collisions, large excitation energy is obtained in energy dissipation processes which causes that the primary fragments evaporate more neutrons in the deexcitation processes. Figure 11 shows that the final production cross section distributions for TLFs [108] . From Fig. 11 , one can see that about 50 new neutron-rich nuclei have survived after the deexcitation processes. The production cross sections of these new neutron-rich nuclei are mainly located in the region of 10 −3 -10 −6 mb. Actually, in the Ref. [76] , these new neutron-rich nuclei were not detected because the detection limit of the experiment is 10 −2 mb.
IV. PREDICATED CROSS SECTIONS FOR NEW EXOTIC NUCLEI
The predicted production cross sections of the new nuclei in MNT reactions with stable projectile-target combination are listed in In addition, radioactive ion beam facilities can provide very neutron-rich projectiles. Some facilities, such as the high-intensity heavy-ion accelerator facility (HIAF) in China, have a plan to produce new heavy neutron-rich nuclei with intense secondary beams of exotic radioactive nuclei by the MNT reactions. The production mechanism of heavy neutron-rich nuclei is also investigated by using the NNT reactions with radioactive projectiles. We find that neutron-rich radioactive beams can improve significantly the production cross sections of neutron-rich nuclei, see Refs. [95, 98, 109, 110] .
V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The multinucleon transfer process will be one promising approach for producing neutron-rich light nuclei, neutron-rich heavy nuclei, neutron-rich superheavy nuclei, and neutron-deficient heavy nuclei. For producing unknown nuclei in multinucleon transfer reactions, the main difficulties in the experiments would be how to separate a given nucleus from other transfer products. Coupling large gamma arrays to the new generation large solid angle spectrometers can give a full identification of reaction products. In the future, with the increasing efficiency of experimental process, the products with very low production cross sections can be detected.
The multinucleon transfer reactions with stable combinations can be the candidates for producing unknown neutron-rich nuclei. However, the production cross section decreases strongly with the increasing neutron number of objective nuclei. Therefore, the production of neutron-rich nuclei far from the stability line with stable beam induced transfer reaction is very hard. Radioactive beam induced reactions could enhance the cross sections strongly. In present experimental facilities, the beam intensities of radioactive beams are still very low. With the development of modern radioactive equipment, the radioactive beams could be favorable for producing neutron-rich nuclei far from the stable line.
The multinucleon transfer process is promising for producing neutron-rich SHN, which can reach the island of stability. Theoretical predictions show that within the collisions of actinide nuclei, the trans-actinide nuclei can be produced. And the yields decrease strongly with the increasing charge number of objective SHN. It seems like that it is almost impossible to produce SHN with Z = 114 or larger. Recently, experimental observation of alpha decay energies reaching as high as 12 MeV suggests the production of high atomic number, which implies that the production cross sections of SHN through multinucleon transfer reactions were underestimated by theoretical models. Experimentally, the improvement of catcher array with high granularity, better energy resolution, and linear energy response can search the SHN with very low production rate. Theoretically, according to the experimental results, one should make more accurate predictions of fission barrier in SHN region, which strongly in-fluence the survival probability of products. Furthermore, the shell effects, dynamical process of fission, and beta decay feeding by the neighboring nuclei should also be investigated for better predictions of production rates.
Until now, the observed products in multinucleon transfer reactions are around the projectile and the target. For producing neutron-rich superheavy nuclei, such as approaching the island of stability, plenty of nucleons should be transferred. Due to lack of experimental data, the prediction ability of models is limited for production of neutron-rich superheavy nuclei, although most of present theoretical models can show good descriptions of available experimental data. Therefore, more experiments are necessary of producing trans-actinide nuclei in multinucleon transfer reactions, which could provide information for constraining the models. For development of the macroscopic models, appropriate collective degrees of freedom should be considered. For example, during the deep inelastic collisions, the collective vibration probably plays an important role on charge equilibration process. Also, because of oscillations in collision process, bremsstrahlung approach would emit photons, which could lower the effective incident energy. The double nucleon transfer is very important in transfer channels. For most of theoretical models, the description of paring mode is lack, which limits the abilities of prediction. Therefore, the improvement of theoretical framework from the structure point is necessary.
